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Rona MacKay, MSP 
Deputy Convenor, Justice Committee 
 
 
          24 August 2020 
 
 
Dear Deputy Convener 
 
JUSTICE COMMITTEE – 18 AUGUST 2020 – FOLLOW UP 
 
The information being provided by the Scottish Prison Service (SPS) is: 
 

• Detail on measures being taken or planned to reduce the number of people on remand, in 
particular, young people. 

• Breakdown of the types of prisoners on remand (male/female, young prisoners etc). 

• Further detail on plans for the provision of Throughcare services. 
 
Please find this information in the attached Annex.  
 
I hope this information is helpful to the Committee. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 

 
 
TERESA MEDHURST 
Interim Chief Executive 

HEADQUARTERS 

Calton House 
5 Redheughs Rigg 
Edinburgh 
EH12 9HW 
 

Teresa Medhurst 

Interim Chief Executive 
 
Tel No: 0131 330 3601 
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ANNEX 

 

Detail on measures being taken or planned to reduce the number of people on remand, in 
particular, young people. 
 
It should be noted that when an individual is remanded into prison custody that this is a matter for 
the Scottish Courts. There are however 2 key roles that the Scottish Prison Service (SPS) could 
undertake in assisting to reduce the remand population and reduce the use of remand: 
 

• SPS can actively raise awareness of the remand population with our partners across the 
justice system and beyond through sharing regular, reliable data and other evidence with 
them to enable policy levers to be deployed; and 

• SPS can bring prisons leadership to the partnership table at national and local levels to 
contribute to any discussions around possible alternatives to remand.   
 

Current Remand Population  
 
On 18 August 2020, there were 1,753 individuals on remand (1,994 if those individuals Convicted 
Awaiting Sentencing are included in the data), which accounts for approximately one quarter of 
our total population. Looking at young people (aged 20 and under) specifically, of the 232 currently 
in custody, 42.5% are on remand (52% if we include Convicted Awaiting Sentencing).   
 
The breakdown of those on remand is outlined in the table below: 
 

Population Type Numbers 

Untried adult male 1,570 

Untried young adult male 95 

Untried adult female 82 

Untried young adult female 6 

Total 1,753 

  

Convicted Awaiting Sentencing 241 

Total 1,994 

 

The proportion of young people on remand is almost double that of adults however the most 

recent data needs to be considered against the backdrop of the impact of Early Release, the 

recovery of court business and extensions to some warrants. Nonetheless, it is important to 

recognise that the number of young people in custody has dropped considerably over the past 

10 years, from an average of 864 in 2010-11 to 232 today.  The remand population has not, however, 

fallen in line with this trend.   

 

Further detail on plans for the provision of Throughcare services 
 
Background: 

Following the suspension of the SPS Throughcare Support Service (TSS) in September 2019, New 

Routes and Shine Public Social Partnerships (PSPs) both made changes to their services in order 

to extend their support. 
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New Routes PSP includes organisations such as The Wise Group, Sacro, Apex Scotland, the Scottish 
Association for Mental Health and Turning Point Scotland. From 1 October 2019, New Routes PSP 
expanded the coverage of their Throughcare Service for those serving short term sentences to 
men of all ages (previously they only worked with males aged 18-25).  
 
They provide a mentoring service across the following prisons – Addiewell, Barlinnie, Dumfries, 

Edinburgh, Glenochil, Grampian, Greenock, Inverness, Kilmarnock, Perth and Polmont. Mentors 

provide specialist one to one support and guidance for men leaving prison up to six months’ pre-

release and six months’ post release. From 1 April – 30 June 2020 458 cases were started, 198 were 

liberated and 49% of those are engaging.  

Shine PSP is a national mentoring service for female offenders and includes organisations such as 
SACRO, Apex Scotland, Barnardos, The Wise Group, Turning Point Scotland, Access to Industry and 
the Venture Trust. They work across all our prisons which hold females - Cornton Vale, Edinburgh, 
Grampian, Greenock and Polmont. Mentors work with women up to 6 weeks’ pre-release and a 
minimum of 6 months in the community. During the first quarter of this year 90 referrals were 
made from prisons. 
 

Moving On PSP continue to support young men aged 16-24 leaving Polmont who are returning to 

East Ayrshire, the Highlands, Inverclyde or Renfrewshire upon their release. There are currently 84 

young people working with the Service. 

Criminal Justice Social Work (CJSW) in each local authority area continue to provide statutory 
throughcare services. This includes people serving sentences of four years or more (or six months 
or more for sexual crimes) as well as those subject to an extended sentence or supervised release 
order. Individuals serving non-statutory sentences can also request voluntary throughcare from 
CJSW.  
 
 
Impact of COVID-19 on service provision: 

As a result of the COVID-19 outbreak, the relationships between SPS, Scottish Government and 
PSPs have been strengthened with twice weekly meetings taking place up until Thursday 24 May 
and weekly meetings thereafter. PSPs are also engaged with the Head of Offender Outcomes at a 
prison level.  
 
A major challenge for the PSPs during this time has been the lack of access to the establishments 
they serve which also initially meant a lack of access to the SPS Prison Records system. As a result, 
our data sharing arrangements have been improved and weekly reports on admissions and 
liberations over the next 12 weeks are provided to both New Routes and Shine. This enabled the 
PSPs to use the ‘Email a Prisoner’ system to contact those eligible for their service. Those wishing 
to engage were asked to sign a consent form which was then returned to the PSP. Moving On 
continued to liaise directly with HMP YOI Polmont. The provision of remote services and facilities 
was provided to CJSW due to the statutory nature of their business.  
 
In late June SPS gave permission for one member of staff from one of the national PSPs to have 
access to PR2 (our Prisoner Records System) in SPS headquarters. A New Routes member of staff 
was appointed to undertake this task enabling them to extrapolate the relevant information to 
appropriately target referrals across New Routes and Shine. More recently, SPS also allowed Shine 
access to SPS Headquarters.  
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As a result of lockdown restrictions, it has been necessary to provide alternatives to the traditional 
face-to-face ‘gate pick up’ that would normally be in place. The PSPs provided Liberation packs to 
be collected by individuals at the Prison Reception on their liberation day. The packs provide a basic 
mobile phone with charge and credit (Shine and Moving On), £30 supermarket voucher (New 
Routes – to purchase a phone, Moving On for necessities), Introductory Letter with mentor’s 
details, a list of services relevant to the area that the individual is being liberated to and directions 
home via public transport including train and bus times. Shine also provide women with essential 
toiletries along with gloves, masks and hand sanitiser. 
 
This is in addition to the packs provided by SPS which included information on registering with a 
GP, general COVID-19 advice on how to stay safe in the community, an Identification letter, a 
Scottish Welfare Fund form and information on how to claim benefits. SPS also provide individuals 
with a face mask so that they can comply with government guidance for using public transport. 
 
Health colleagues have also provided COVID19 related advice for people leaving prison, including 

what social distancing means for their return to society and how to keep themselves and their 

families safe.  Every Health Board in Scotland has provided a dedicated phone number to enable 

GP registration by people on release. They are also providing a 7-day supply of medicines on 

liberation, excluding OST medicines, along with a prescription for an additional 28 days to be 

dispensed in a pharmacy. 

 
Early Release Arrangements: 
 
It is also important to recognise the bespoke arrangements that were put in place for those being 
released as part of the ‘Early Release Scheme’ throughout May. A single point of contact within 
SPS was established in order to co-ordinate communications and data sharing with partners 
regarding revised release dates and arrangements. We also agreed single points of contact for 
housing and social work across all 32 local authority areas and specific data sharing arrangements 
in relation to Early Release. 
 
Due to the short notice re-integration of these individuals, it was not possible for ‘normal’ pre-
release preparation processes to take place in full. In addition to the liberation packs outlined 
above, a range of measures were put in place to specifically support these individuals back into the 
community -  

• Identified Pre-Release Support Officers in every establishment who would meet 
with individuals to discuss housing, benefits, throughcare services and travel 
arrangements.   

• Local information sheets were also developed for all Local Authority areas 
highlighting interim contact details to access critical services 

• Contingency Travel Arrangements were arranged with GEOAmey in the event that 
individuals would not be able to reach their home destination due to reductions in 
public transport availability 

• For those travelling to the Islands during lockdown, communication was provided 
to satisfy ferry operators that travel was for legitimate reasons 

 
 
Recovery planning: 
 
In early August the PSPs were advised that they could explore with individual prisons how and 
when their staff could return to work there. New Routes Prison based mentors returned to 
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Barlinnie, Edinburgh, Kilmarnock and Greenock w/c 17 August. For all other establishments (except 
HMP Grampian), the necessary arrangements have been made for them to return w/c 24 August. 
Shine staff have visited HMP Edinburgh and the ‘Prison based champion’ started w/c 17 August. 
Visits have been scheduled for Cornton Vale and Polmont in order to undertake the necessary risk 
assessments in the hope of returning by the end of August. 
  
As well as staff returning to prisons, the PSPs have gradually resumed face-to-face contact for crisis 
situations in line with Scottish Government guidelines and continue to review recovery planning in 
the community.  
 
 
 
 
 
Scottish Prison Service 
August 2020 
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